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At the present time considerable effort is being made among home= 
making teachers to center their teaching problems and subject matter of 
concern to families and their memberso Inasmuch as problems of rela­
tionships are connnon in families it is recognized that a special effort 
is needed to educate students and parents co-qperatively so that there 
. will be a greater carry-over into the homeso 
The purpose of this study was to help homemakers find ways of stim­
ulating family members to share in the responsibilities of housekeeph1go 
In this study an effort was made to analyze to what degree membeu 
$hared in the responsibilities and acquiring some understa11dings be= 
lieved to be of value in bringiXlg about a change<> 
The study shows how teacherQ students and parents can work together 
to improve relationships within the family,, 
I am sincerely grateful to Doctor Elsa Bo Bate, Professor in Home 
Economics Education t Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical Coll�gee for 
her sincere kindness, patience and understanding which she displayed 
at all Umes and for her helpful suggestions ln carrying out this studyo 
Appreciation is likewise due Doctor MilUe V., Pearson for suggestions 
made for the improvement of the material ass�mbled in this study. 
I am especially grateful to others who so generously gave ()f their 
time to help carry out this study, and for the co-operation of the 
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homemaking girls v homemakers of the adult class, and the pri.ncipal of 
the Rosl':lnwald School who made this s.tudy possible. 
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Today we are threatened as never before with a vast change in our 
way of lifeo Home and family life are much disorganizedo If there is 
to be a change for the better in our way of life0 education must bring 
it abouto It is then the duty of teachers to emphasize the need for im,., 
provement and to encourage families in their effortso If homes and home 
life are to be improved teachers must stress a sound educational pro­
gramo one that is usable in our societyo 
Today there is an increased interest in adult education in all pr0= 
gressive countries of the worldo Evidences are seen in the efforts of 
public schools and colleges to initiate educational programs for adultso 
At no time in history have there been so many adults attending schools 
as are now enrolled 0 either as regular or special studentso 
A greater knowledge of human beingso their backgrounds o their in= 
terests o and their variabilities o will be needed if the adult education 
of the future is as effective as it can beo Subjects and methods of 
study must be adapted to individual needs 0 and interestso An unde!'<= 
standing of these is as essential to the teacher as is a knowledge of 
the subject matter he endeavors to imparto 
Adult education programs can be helpful at many points in making 
the course of social life smoothero They can assist young adults in 
learning the social skills that are necessary to get along in the worldo 
They can teach facts and develop attitudes and skills that make for happy 
family living and constructive participation in cOD1Dunity affairso 
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Education for personal o family o and community living has been recog= 
nized as a pertinent need in the world of todayo The task of educating 
for peisonal o home o and family living is much the same as it has been in 
the p�st, but now it is believed that it must be done bettero 
The responsibility for better home living can 0 and should o be shared 
by all educators but home economists are frequently expected to lead in 
this effort 0 and are in a strategic position to do soo 
Every aspect of living should be analyzed to develop in every citi­
zen the fullest possible 0 and the most effective a participation in a dem= 
ocratic society if we are to win the struggle for democracyo 
The family is known to be the cradle of democratic living& In the 
family o appreciation of and loyalty to democratic ideals may be nurtured 
or destroyedo Not only are individual families alone responsible for the 
cultivation of democracy in society o but families o collectivelyo in their 
reciprocal relationships 0 are a most powerful force in molding the con,., 
cept of democracy by which individuals conduct their liveso 
The power of the family to cultivate democratic ideals and practices 
in its members carries with it the responsibility for families to become 
conscious of what qualities and practices in family living are democratic 
and to foster those and increase themo 
In a society in which economic conditions and cultural patterns 
are rapidly changing every day and hour o new and unpredictable situations 
ariseo The family that fosters the spirit of adventure, that encourages 
each member to face problems and solve them with careful consideration 
for future consequences 0 not only to themselves but to otherso that teaches 
its members to work and plan together ha:nnoniously is doing much toward 
making democracy worko 
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Education 0 as a continuous process by which imdividuals from birth 
to death reconstruct their personalities o should seek to promote increas­
ing democracy and consciousness of democracy in individuals at all levels 
of maturity and in every area of livingo. If this is true o then education 
of adults in the area of home and family living should seek to promote 
increasing democracy in that areao 
People have always continued to learn through their adult years and 
long past whatever fonnal education they have hado As Monroe points out: 
o o •• Although adult education as a conscious sophisticated movement
or as an activity of leaders is relatively moderno all peoples at all
times 0 from primitive to modern have had folkways; customs 0 mores 0 and 
institutions which seryed to pass on their culture to adults as well asto children and youtho 
The term adult education is relatively newo However0 adult educa= 
tion has existed in some form throughout historyo Early man had to learn 
many things by the trial=and=error method 0 contemporary man does also. 
This o of course 0 may be a disadvantage at times because of the ineffi= 
ciency of the methodo It is also advantageous o at times to learn vi= 
cariously through the experiences of otherso 
The chief purpose of adult education is to help individuals find 
ways of solving their everyday problemso Spafford says� 
The purpose of adult homemaking education is to assist men and women to 
carry out more easily the activities and responsibilities of the impor= 
tant job of homemaking; to make provision for the individual to develop 
homemaking skills and interests through actual practice o demonstration o
and group discussion; to promote keen enjoyment of the home o happiness 
in the family and understanding between youth and adults0 to enable 
homemakers to coo�erate with the school and to make homes a social forcein the communityo 
lwalter So Monroeo Jncyclopedia of Educational Research o 19500 
Po 220 
21vol Spafford 0 A Functioning Program of Home Economicso John Wiley 





The earliest education begins in the homeo The success of this 
early training depends on the ability of the adult members of the family 
to guide efficiently the younger memberso The home 0 as a basic insti­
tution for learning, cannot be over emphasizedo The chief purpose of 
education in the home is to help the individual develop a desirable pat= 
tern of growtho 
One big objective of an adult education program is to help adults 
find ways to solve the many problems by which they are confronted each 
dayo In helping adults to improve their home life 0 a foundation is be= 
ing laid for better schools 0 communities and a better nationo Some ob,., 
jectives as stated by Williamson are: 
o o oto help adults identify and find ways to solve satisfactorily those
everyday problems of personal and home living which are related to home= 
making; to stimulate adults to keep up with developing funds' of informa= 
tion in those fields which will help them to meet their home problems 
intelligently; to help adults find satisfying outlets for self�expression e
through activities related to home life; to encourage adults to develop 
a deeper and richer appreciation of the spiritual as well as physical 
and social satisfaetiono3
Adult education thrives best in communities where it is needed and 
wantedo There is a need for adult education in the fields of homemaking, 
cormnunity life and the ever=ehanging economic problemo As stated by 
Hatcher: �If adults are to be efficient parents and cooperative citizens o
they must also learn to meet new and varied conditions both in the home 
and in the CODIDUDity in which they liVeo.A 
For adults this means keeping up with the various developments in 
home and family life 0 and in co1JBDunity lifeo Population, location o and 
economic conditions have their effects on the need for adult educationo 
3Maude Williamson and Mary Stewart Lyle 0 Homemaking Education in 
the High School, PPo 367-3680 
4Hazel Mo �atcher and Mildred Eo Andrews e The Teaching of Homemaking0
(Masso 1945) 0 Po 3390 
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Hewitt says that v
Population composition and trends are obviously productive of both quan= 
titative and qualitative needs o ., $0 Sociological and etonomic changes 
as well as modification of the concept of the purpose of adult education v
make the problem of determining spe�ifi{;) needs a continuous one., 5
In our every day observations we know that our world is becoming a 
more difficult place in which to live D and that there is a need for more 
educated adults to take on the responsibilities of society., More and 
more we are realizing the need for a greater interest in adult educationo 
Alvin Johnson puts it this way v 00Adult education was important when 
AmeriGa was young., It beeomes more important every yearo as life and 
learning become more complic:ated .. 006 
There is a trend toward community organization with the purpose of 
making the community a better place in which to liveG In order to help 
the adults in any �ommunity o it is necessary to understand the needs of 
the commmnity$ A survey of the prevailing comditions will show what 
phase of adult education should be emphasized .. Home visits will reveal 
the needs of the homemakers :and in what areas homemaking education should 
be stressedo 
As revealed by a surwey from the ©ommumity on which this study was 
based o the phase of adult educatioin most needed was parent educationo 
The program content planned for parents was designed to help them 
understand the nature and needs of child:relll as they develop 0 to interpret 
principles of education; and guidance to assist them in building up a 
background of values v of infomation v and of shared experiell'lces which 
5oorothy Hewitt and K. F., Ma:thers 0 Adult Edu«::ati�Du (New York 0 1940), 
p. 250
- 0 --
6Alvh1 Johnsonv !be £!2£!£,...21...llistou, v <New Yorkv 1946) a p., 226 .. 
by Lombard as� 
o o o that a:rea of adult education which is primarily concerned with 
education of family life and pa:renthoodo It aims to give parents a:nd 
others who deal with children 0 such as tea�bers 0 .so©ial workers 0 librar= 
ianso and nurseso in©reased insight into the fundamental principles 
underlying child development and satisfying family relationships and the 
relationships of the indiYidual and the family in regard to social and 
ecQnom.ic forceso 1 
The:refo:re o parent educatiol!l is a means by which many of the problems 
facing family life are brmight iinto ©onsd@us conside:rationo Traditions 
are evaluated in the light 10f p:re:sent day living and new techniques :and 
methods of adjustments a:ire evt0lvedo 
Good define:s pa:rent edu�ation as� wA phase of adult education deal= 
ing with child ca:re amd the improwememt of the famHy o@8 
PareITTt education is all'! effective way of helping pa:remts to keep up� 
to=date and to evolve stam::ta:1rds to wo:rk towardo It should provide also 
a mean:s whereby like=minded .families ©an stand togethe:ru as far a:s possi= 
ble with the cooperation of the children iinvolved 0 in the commOin suppo:rt 
of important standards a�d idealso 
In pioneer days in the United States pa:rents ©ar:ried on their social 
life witbh1 the homeo They taught theiir' ©hild:reITT the skills that we:rn 
ll'lecessa:ry to maiintaim life illl the family under the primitive conditions 
that existedo Social changes began to take place whi©h were not under= 
stood by the pa:relfits.. It 1was iin the midst of these ©haITTges that pa:rel!1t.s 
began to seek outside help i� obtaining a better ul!lderstanding of their 
7 Eo Co [.(t)mba:rd 0 §fil?e!fwis iQrt of fa:rell'lt Edtu::ation as a Fu111�tion-2£. 
§!Ji��eartment of Education (U0 So Offi©e of Edu�ationo Bulletino 194006 
Monograph 13�1=25)0 
8carter Vo Good 0 fil:.,ffiQ!!!!I of Echu:� }lo J\il©Graw=lf:Iill Book Compa!!'ly o
lll'l©o (New Yoirk and London o 1945) V Po 2680 
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problems., A few mothers ©mne togethe:ir alfid �lub� were o:rga)l']fzed t(Q; db= 
�uss problemso At fir$t so little research h�d been done in the field 
of child growth and development 0 and in methods of instructing parents 0
that these groups we:re ha�dicappedo It was logical then for them to turn 
to public o soeial u and educational agencies for aido 
One of the first agencies to give publie recognition to the problem 
of parents was the Federal Gowermnent which ©:teated in 1912 the Children�s 
Bureau in the Department of Labor 0 to imre:stigate all matters pertaining 
to the welfare of �hildren and child life :among all classes of peopleo 
The first organized family life education was solely for pa:rentso 
Along in the 1890 u s groups of pairents 0 most gf them mothers 0 began to 
seek adviee about b:ri�gi�g up their �hild�e�o In New Yorko a handful 
of young mothers turned to Felix Adler 0 founder of the Ethical Cultural 
Sodetyo Out of the experiem;e of this group g:rew the Child Study As.so= 
ciation of Ame:d©a which has made a majo:r coint:ri:l:mtion to the understand= 
ing of family lifeo 
Parent education in the early 1930�s put most of its emphasis on a 
typical family :relationship o the pa:rent=©hild :relationship 0 treating 
others as in©identalo By 1940 the ©enter of interest in parent education 
had shifted from the parent=@hild relationship to a study of the whole 
constellation of family relatio:nshipso 
Parents as persons have '.i'!eed for pe:irs«:>nal amd sod:al developmento 
Schools can provide oppo:rt11.nd ties il!l these respectso No other group is 
likely to have a g:reat a ©on10e:rn foic; aR'.ld :as great an ilnteX'est in 0 the 
education of @hildren and youth as parents and prospective parents., 
The wo:rk of education canm@t be ma:l'd.mally effe©t:hre until there h: tlose 
coope:ratfon between the parents and the s�hool in plamdng educational 
-, 
and youth can grow upo 
Mode:rn schools emphasize that parents should be :a pa:rt of all work 
that deals with children" This practi.©e is based ol!'.I the k1nowledge that 
the child. has his first and deepest experiences i:n family life o and de,= 
:rives his se�mri ty o th:rough kn�will:lg that h:h: parents a:mi other adults 
a:re united in their COfil!;Je:rn for his welf:areo 
Because parents have much to giwe tea.�be:rs who come in contact with 
their children 0 they might well be included in making and ca:r:cying out 
plans affecting the childo When parents and tea©hers :are partners homes 
progrruns if they a�e t� g�asp the signifi©ance of the schoolo 
The purpose of parent edu©ati(l)lll is t� meet the need of the pa:rents 
and help them t© help themselweso It is felt that anything whi©h ell:riehes 
the life of parents is pa:rent ed�cationo 
Fewer parents continue to hold the opinfoi!1 that the school has its 
job to do 0 the home its job 0 and ea©h can wo:rk in isolation from the othero 
Parents are more o� the move o nl!>t oinly to lea:rn what modern practices are 
through a parent education p:rog:ramo 
Perhaps the g:reg:rtest s:i!!1gl� a«:hran�e iin family life edu!,]ation has been 
in the development of methods for :su:rveyilllg family and ©ommunity needs and 
for detemini:ng family statti:S illl a ®@Kmlllll!dty o:r gellleral patterno9
9Elizabeth So Canni@hael 0 wTl'e1fids illl Family Life Educatim1 0 
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MLJ!.llfi!!!!. Eeon£9l�0 Volo XXXIX (Septemberv 1947) a pp,, 399--400" 
and s~hools provide learirdng expe:riences that a1re ~oirrtimuousg m1U'ied and 
rich in meaniIDge Pa:rent$ meed to be©ome ~ctive participants in s©h@ol 
in edu~ationg but to a~ail themselves of oppo~tumities to study ~hildren 
intelligeRlt eff@:rt,, The last few de�:ade:s b,inre se1SJn iiwtewo:irthy c1ttempts 
to develop more effe©tive preparatio�s fo:r family lifeo It is true that 
some problems a:1re left untouched o that there is too little careful plan= 
ning and integration 0 that the edu�ational progrmn 0 sometimes sketchy� 
is inadequate but there is a signifi©:ant movemelnt toward curriculum im=
p:riovement,, 
Parents need ©lear and definite understandings of what their main 
jobs as parents are 0 the kind of goals whi©h are important in bringing 
up children and a .knowledge of where and how family l:i ving ties into the 
rest of lifeo 
Democracy in family life recognizes the pla�e of even the littlest 
ones in helping make decisions and taking what :respo�sibility they can 
for themselves and the welfare of the familyo Parents today are learn= 
ing to talk things out with thei:t childl'eino They :are learning to listen 
to what thildren have to say and to make satisfying explanations and 
answers to their questions as well as to give consideration to their 
opinions regarding family p:roblemso They are sharing with their chil= 
d:ren the pd vileges and the :responsibilities of living together in a f am= 
ilyo They a:re learning that a division of power in the family strength= 
efils and stabilizes family lifeo They a�e finding that living with thei:r 
children is mo�e challenging and fruitful than living for themo 
In a democratic family o members volunta�ily share :according to their 
ability in making plans and car:ryi�g responsibilities for procedures re= 
quired to :a�hieve the goals �ooper:atiwely ©hosen by the familyo Howevet'o 
this kind of family is ll'!Ot :alone in the tasks and responsibilities that 
each member must sh:are 0 these a©tiviti�s might be shared in the most auto= 
(b:rati© of family regimes o In the dem�©ratite family ideas and p:riwileges 
10 
a:re shared �s we Ho Sha1°i:n9 iin the c�i11mo1J1 ta.sks O tH1e ©@mnN>n illlt<e1res t 0 
and the commomly accepted goals of f:ami!y life prepares individuals for 
sharing in the common good of the la:rge:R:' sotfoty outside the hameo 
as� 
In a t:ruly democratic family one may expe©t to find a�tivities such 
Family members pal'tit�ipating willh191y illl various home tasks 
whi©h they are able to pe:rfomo 
Family members sharing in planITTing for home duties to be per= 
fo:rn1edo 
All family members enjoying the use of family earnings according 
to needs jointly determinedo 
All family members sh�ring frequently in the :re�reational activ= 
i tieso 
Children wilH:ngly a©�ept.img ilfi©X'eas!ng :responsibi1ity v aecord= 
ing to their matu:rityo 
Parents a:!'ld child:ren o as they :are able o pl:anIDill'lg together for 
family projects and goal$ to a©hieveo 
All f:amily membeirs encomraged to develop their talents :and abil= 
iti.e:s to the extent th:at ©ont:dbutions :a!!."e made to the welfare 
of both themselves and otherso 
Even in a democ:r:ati,c; society tasks are delegated to those with spe= 
�ial abili tieso Cooperation does not imply equal ability but rather equal 
opportunity to use freely whatever ability each possesses in achieving 
the interests of the whole groupo 
Alth@ugh family members voluntadly share a©co:rding to their :ability 
in the work of the fa.m:U.y O it is :not alone in the tasks and responsibil= 
ities that each member must sha:re v but they also must share h1 keeping 
the f��1ily happyo Dewey has writteITT� 
The keynote of democraty as a way �f life may be expressed it seems 
to meij as the necessity for the pa:rtfoipatio!l1 of every mature huma:n be= 
ing in formation of the values that :regulate the living of men together� 
which is neeessary from the standpoint of both the general so(?ial wel= 
fare and the full development of human beings as individualso !O 
The family relationships whi�h seem '9best 0� in this nation are those 
in which the demot:ratic way of life is pra�ti�edo The democratic family 
is defined as one in which thelfe are oppo:rtunities for� 
Group plannimg in family couneilo 
The sharing of family responsibilitieso 
Meeting the needs of each family membero 
Enjoying freedom of actiono 
Finding personal satisfaction ill1 group livingo 
Recognizing and appre�iating the special abilities of individ= 
ual family memberso 
Solving mutual problems through democ�atic pro©eduresoll 
Men and women both have jobs to do at home and out of the home. 
Home management may be tlae m:aj@r :respom; :foili ty of tbe womario Earning 
a living may be the maj o:r respo:insib:Uity of the mano Both are account= 
able f�r the happiness of family members. Both share the obligation of 
parenthood,, Neither has the right nor the privilege of shirking indi= 
vidual or joint tasks that a:re part of' their married partnership., 
Not every family divides its jobs the same wayo Although many women 
are full=time mo theirs al!ld homemakers O and thei:r husbands are full=time 
Sha:ring i� making a home often makes it more of a home., When effort 
is put into somethi1rng v it usually rneams more to the iRldivid:uaL. When 
lOJohn . Dewey O l!�i�iJ1...lfilLMo,_,�J'JLJ!£!M!0 The Modern Library 
0 New York 0 New Yo:rk 0 l939f; p .. 400. 
11Fede:ral Security Agency @ Boys and Gi:rb Study Homemaking and Fa.1mily 
Livi:ng 0 VocaUmial Division Bulo No., 245 0 Home Economics Education Serie£! 
No., 270 Office of Education o U., So Gowe:rmneJat Prbtil!!g Office o Washir.gt.Olil r, 
25 a D .. C., 
mae uruderstands what it takes to mak,31 8l home ll'.'lt:!ll'i sm<iHlthly Q be enJoys. its 
smooth :ru:mningo Homemaking is :rapidly betoming a man=woman proposition" 
No longer is it called wwomenu s worko 00 
The mother is iurnally called the homemakero In fact 0 she is some= 
times conslde:red the Olllly homemakero But no house is a home unless each 
person who lives in it helps to make it soo 
Mothe:r may be the home man:age:ro But ma:nagemeB1t :is never enough to 
make an organization o:r a home run :smoothlyo Cooperation and sharing 
combil!led with skilled management make eff:icie:nt and pleasant lhringo 
Efficiency in home l:hri!l'lg means that personal relationships are 
pleasanto Housekeeping r@utifiles are skillfully managed with ea©h person 
sharing in the work¢ Comfo�t a�d lack of friction are evide:nto Ease and 
:relaxation seem always to be present., Family members are not running 
over one another iR'! the rush and coinflll.sion predpi tated by bad plalllningo 
Home should be where the hat and hea:rt areo Family members are al= 
ways glad to be at home in a house that is also a homeo Home is an emo= 
tional climate., Home is the sum total of how people live together mo:re 
than all the :rest of :tts elements combi1nedo Home is a place o:ne can 
call his own 0 where he feels he belmogso Home :refle�ts the spirit of 
f:rie!idl:i.ness a:od good wHL Hmtsekeepii!!g is a� important p:art of the 
spirit that makes a homeo The end produ�t of effe©tiwe housekeeping is 
comfortable livingo CIOOlfort�ble living affords time for leisureo Lei= 
sure for the home mamagel' ©omes from thoughtfu!l!less and help given by 
family membe:rso 
.fill exhausted mother is nei their :a good rcompa)llil))1!l nor a sympathetic 
fde!ido Time for herself to do as she pleases helps to :relieve mental 
or physi©al fatigueo Leisure fmr th® homemake:r i!rl most homes :i.s hi 
13 
di:rect propo:rtiolll to the ammAnt @f family he.lip she receiwes o ManagemtYtrt 
is largely her :responsibilityo D:rudge:cy is not., Housekeeping 0 like home= 
mak:tng should be shared by the fam;Uy if good :relationships are maintainedo
�ation of the_St,udx.
The study was limited to the gi:rls enrolled in high school at the 
Rosenwald School and the adults of the vocational homemaking class in 
the community. This group included 22 homemakers and 25 high school 
girlso 
The study was coneerned with home life in the area served by the 
Rosenwald school dist:riict.. Although RW homemaker was eliminated 0 an ef= 
fort was made to enroll homemakers i:n the adult class who also had girls 
enrolled in the homemaldng classes., This effort was made so that there 
could be a comparison of the mother and daughter attitudes toward such 
a unito Whenever possible other members of the families involved were 
contacted concernb1g their ideas of sharing home responsibili tieso 
CHAPTER II 
PURPOSE 
In the Rosenwald school distd©t many of the mothers and fathers 
work outside the home s and the b:rothe:rs and sisters of school age are 
in sehool o leaving no one to �are fo:r the homeo Because of' this condi= 
tion either many of the home tasks are left uindol!le or the mother is over= 
workedo Therefore the purpose of this study is to help homemakers find 
ways of stimulating members of the family to share h1 the responsibili­
ties of keeping the homeo To do this two special units in 1rosha:ring 
Home Respoinsibili ties uQ were pla:mued and taught 0 Ofile to adult homemakers 
and one to high school girlso The overall desired out©ome of this unit 
was that ea�h family concerliled wo:rk oil!t a way of sharing Ute' :responsi= 
,-
bi li ti es entailed in the keeping of his own home in such a way that each 
member contributed in a©€;;O:rd:ance with his :age 0 size v ability. :and avail-
able time s and in suc:h a way that he elllj oyed the responsibilities assumedo 
In order to achieve this desired outcome it was believed that it 
would be helpful to develop withi� the learners certain attitudes 0 he= 
liefs 0 and practi�eso More specifically v that each family member� 
le Realizes the :advantages of each taking part in tile home respon= 
2o Appreciates the values in the home which are concerned with fami= 
ly mem.be:1!:s and with the malny a�tiwities possible if the routines 
of housekeeping a:ire cared fo:r properly., 
3o Has an unde:rstandil!lg of ea@ll1 1!.bthiEft:' 0 s abilit.les and viewpoints 
:arid that each has some sped:al ability" 
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4o Feels that he is needed and wantedo 
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5o Feels that there are definite responsibilities which he can 
assume and enjoy which will contribute to the happiness of the 
groupo 
60 Accepts the fact that someone (usually the parents) must assume 
the ma
j
or responsibilities for what goes on in the family., 
1o Realizes that society holds parents accountable for what hap­
pens in their respective homeso 
80 Realizes many home activities can be enjoyed if they are plan= 
ned and carried out at an appropriate time; and if modern meth­
ods are used in perfonning taskso 
9o Realizes the need for efficien©y in the use of timeo 
lOo Bas a greater understanding of and tolerance of individual dif= 
fere:nceso 
llo Has the ability to plan for one 0 s own personal needs within the 
setting of the home without claiming more money 0 space v equip= 
mentor attention that is one 0 s dueo 
120 Recognizes the individual 0 s responsibility for maintaining satis= 
faction in family livingo 
130 Makes a contribution toward making the home safe v livable Q and 
attractiveo 
140 Realizes that satisfaction may be derived from doing a job wello 
150 Has acquired a wholesome attitude toward assuming home responsi= 
bilitieso 
160 Is able to plan with other family members for shared experiences 
that will promote family unityo 
17Q Is able to analyze a task and to evolve ways of doing it effici= 
entlyo 
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The study of how home responsibilities are now shared o and how the 
sharing could be inc:reas-ed 0 wa-s ··ndertaken because personal observations 
and experiences in teaching homemaking in the Rosenwald district and in 
making home vi-Sits indicated that home responsibilities were not shared 
by the enti0te family ·but usually were done by the mother aloneo This 
study grew out of a desire to help homemakers get family members to help 
in the keeping of homes so that they would not be overworked and that 
there would be more time for the family to be together. It was believed 
that if all family members learned to share in the responsibilities of 
the home the general conditions of the home would be improved. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
In order to achieve the purposes as planned for the study the fol­
lowing steps were undertaken� 
lo A survey of Ii ter:ature was made to help formulate a philosophy 
concerning the sharing of home responsibilities .,
2o A survey was made of 22 families in the Rosenwald school district 
to detennine responsibilities now shared by the family memberso 
Check lists were prepared and used for this survey, one for the 
day-school students and a similar one for the adultso These 
check lists were filled out at the beginning and again at the 
end of the unit to determine accomplishments of the unit� (See 
Appendix A) 
3. The survey was made with 22 adults and 25 girls. The 25 girls
were enrolled in high school homemaking classes" Eleven of the
adults were mothers of 15 of the girls enrolled in the units&
The other nine adults involved were mothers of boys or of grade
school studentso
4g As a result of the survey a unit was planned on 1ffSbaring of 
Home Responsibili ties'0 in which the following was incorporated: 
- Advantages of the cooperative sharing of responsibilitieso
- Ways in which family members of varying ages. strengths and
abilities can assume responsibilitieso
- Plans for s�heduling home responsibilitieso




- Evaluation of what each family doeso
4. The unit planned was based on needs, ideas and suggestions
from both the adults and students. The principles involved
in both units were the same w although a different method of
presentation was usedo
5& The unit was taught as part of the t>egular day-school class 
and also to the adults enrolled in evening vocational home­
making classes., 
60 A diary was kept of the results of class activities and state= 
ments made concerning the things taught. 
7. A check list was made at the completion of the unit to evaluate
improvements in the sharing of home responsibilities.
Review of Literature 
A survey was made of the available literature of articles dealing 
specifically with the uusharing of home responsibilities. ti Although the 
literature in the field of homemaking is voluminous. only a relatively 
few references pertinent to this study were foundo They included Courses 
of Study, books, bulletins and theses, 
Twenty courses of studies were examined and it was found that 60the 
sharing of home responsibilities� was included in such uni ts as: 
Getting along with the familyo 
Management of the home. 
Living with you rs elf and others o 
Being a well rounded persono 
Management for family H ving. 
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Sharing in the management of the home. 
Efficiency in homemakingo 
Some of the goals or outcomes set up for these uni ts were: 
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I. To develop a wholesome attitude toward assuming home responsi­
bilities.1
2., Understanding the influe11ce of family cooperation on the lives 
of the family members.2 
Understanding my share in the management of the house.3
3. To develop pupil appreciation of their responsibilities as family
members in terms of what they might do to contribute to happier
living in their own homes.4
4. Enjoying cleanliness and order in the homeo
appreeiating the advantages which result when everyone shares
in the care of the bomeo
Willing to do one II s share in the home.
Being responsible for one O s job in ·the home.
Developing a habit of making systematic plans for doing necessary
duties of the home.5
5. An interest in the understanding of the homemakers 0 responsibil-
ities.
A realization of the girl 9 s share in these responsibilitieso
1A Guide to the Teaching of Homemaking in North Carolina Schoo:t§..9
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, (Raleigh, North Carolina, 
1949), PPo 960 
2Planni,ng: Guide. Holfil!_making Education, The University of the State
of New York v (Albany, New York, 1950), pp. 62. 
3Ibid.
4"Maine Course of Study," �cience o_f Daily Living.. (1949), p. 16.,
5nome Economics Education in the_Junior High SchoQ!o (1948) 9 StateBoard of Education, Denver, Colorado, pp. 62 v 64. 
-
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Some ability and some judgment in solving problems which the 
girl encounters in the home and schoolo 6 
60 To find answers to the following questions: 
- How important is it to our family happiness that each member
assumes his fair share of work and responsibility of the
home?
- How may we share the work in the home to bring about a hap-
pier family life?
How does my appreciation of my mother 0 s duties help me in
accepting responsibilities in the home?7
7o A realization of the importance of having all family members 
share in the management of the home. 
A knowledge_of the satisfaction that can be derived from doing 
a task well. 
Some skill in performing everyday homemaking taskso8
In this study it was hoped the students could be led to actually 
participate to an increased extent in the sharing of home responsibili­
ties in addition to attaining the objectives listed above. 
Books 
Talbot, Pearson, et aloo have dedicated one chapter of their book 
to ''Working in Family Groups." They discuss home responsibilities, and 
6aomemaking Education for Secondary Schools, State Dept. of Educa­
tion and State Board of Vocational Education, State of Oregon- (1937), pp. 9L 
7r,ussou,;;i at Work on the Publi.c ,School .Curriculum, Secondary School
Series, Bulletin 7A, Home Economics Education Department (1948)� pp. 70. 
8A Guide for Instruction in Home Economics, Curriculum Bulletin No.
12, State of Minnesota, Department of Education (St .. Paul, 1951), pp. 156. 
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ll e, c9nt:dbutions which children 0 parents, and others can make; and state 
that "home is a co-operative concern where its members share in assuming 
responsibilities, and where each person °s contribution is as necessary 
as that of any other membero9
Lyle has made a rather extensive study of the kinds of activities 
that are shared by the family members of the rural area as compared with 
the activities shared by family members of town areaso It was found that 
in the majority of the families that had children, the children were co-
operating in the daily tasks. This did not seem to be so much a matter 
of choice, as it was a matter of being expected to.co'-Operate. The chil-
dren in town did not share the tasks to a very great extent. The men in 
about one-third of the families shared in the housework and in the care 
of the children.lo 
Baxter has devoted several sections of her recent book to "sharingo" 
In one unit on "Sharing in the Care of the House," such questions as 9
"What are acceptable standards for the care of our house?", "What is our 
responsibility in caring for the house?", and "How shall we help with 
special cleaning jobs?" are askedo 11
Coe set up as an over-all purpose to develop democratic leadership 
through assuming increasing responsibilities and through working with 
others toward co-operatively planned goals. She states that: 
The teacher should in every way possible make the work in the de­
partment conducive to solving problems that help students exclude former 
prejudices about home tasks. Any work which is forced upon the individ­
ual either at home or school creates tension, and a feeling of dissatis­
faction causing frustration. If the instructor helps the student to see 
9Nora Talbot, Millie V. Pearson, et al. Homemaking for Boys and 
Girls, American Book Co., (New York, 1935), pp. 8-170 
lOMary s. Lyle 0 Adult Education for Democracy in Family Life0 Iowa 
State College Press, (Ames, Iowa, 1944) 0 pp. 63-70. 
11Laura Baxter, .§haring in ·Family Living, J. B. Lippincott Company 
(Chicago, 1951), pp. 347-3540
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the necessity of the task, and to recognize its importance, also to real= 
ize the satisfaction to be gained from its completion s and the possi­
bility of learning offered, progress will have been made in the direction 
of good citizenship. 12
12Emma E .. Coe, Routine Maintenance Activities as Lea:rnb1g Experi­
ence. in Homemaking Elucation t (Masters Thesis� 1950) Oklahoma Ag:ricul­
tura,I and Mechanical College. Stillwater, _Oklahoma .. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF SURVEY 
The results of the survey, made to determine to what degree all mem­
bers of the family shared in the housekeeping tasks, is reported in Tar­
ble I. The questionnaire was filled out by 25 girls and 22 homemakers. 
Other family members concerned, but who did not fill out the survey form, 
were 15 fathers, 27 boys and 15 girls. All were members of the 22 fami-
lies of which the survey was made. 
TABLE I 
SW11Dary of the Distribution of Home Responsibilities 
Sliared at Beginning of the Study 
Responsibilities Number Reeorting �cent Reeorting 
Shared G B F M G B F M 
Buy Groceries 5 0 1 16 20 0 46 81 
Prepare Breakfast 14 0 0 16 56 0 0 71 
Prepare Lunch 17 0 0 21 66 0 0 95 
Prepare Dinner 15 2 0 20 60 10 0 90 
Wash Dishes 20 4 0 17 60 20 0 11 
Help with Laundry 19 5 0 20 76 25 0 90 
Care for Clothing 20 0 0 21 60 0 0 95 
Make Beds 20 1 0 22 60 5 0 100 
Clean Own Room 20 1 0 22 80 5 0 10  
Help Clean Bouse Other 
than Own Room 20 1 0 22 60 5 0 100 
. Symbols: G - Girls 
B - Boys 
F - Fathers 
M - Mothers 
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The results of the questionnaire were analyzed with the view to an­
swering the following questions: 
1. How are the tasks of housekeeping divided among family members?
2. Are the girls being trained to be homemakers?
3. Do the men and boys take a part in keeping the house?
Information given in Table I indicates that the mothers were carry-
ing the major responsibilities of keeping the house. The percentage of 
girls helping with these responsibilities varied from 20 percent who as­
sisted with the marketing for groceries to 80 percent who cared for their 
clothing, made beds, and helped with the cleaning. 
The fathers helped in only one capacity, that of marketing, which 
48 percent engaged in. The responsibility most frequently shared by the 
boys was helping with the laundry. However the extent to which they help­
ed wjth the work, in general, was slight. 
Some of the reasons given by the girls for not sharing more in the 
household tasks were that there was little time to work in the morning 
before going to school and in the evening after returning home. The men 
and boys felt that the housework should be done by the women, therefore, 
made 1i ttle or no effort to assist even in the heavier tasks. The young­
er children, girls and boys, were willing to take part in the work but 
indicated that their mothers did not want to be bothered. 
When the students were asked why they did not share in the homemak­
ing responsibilities to a greater extent than they did the following an-
swers were received: 
1. �I never have a c.hance to do the jobs that I like best."
2. �I don't mind working but I always have to work when I want to
do something else."
3. "Sometimes I am scolded when I feel that I have done a good job.�
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4. �My mother decides on the work that will be done and tells 'us
when to start and the time that we are expected to finish."
5. "I don't mind working to clean the house but the other children
will not help keep it clean."
6. "I don't mind working but there is such a little time before and
after school and I have to do my home worko"
7. "My mother doesn't care whether we help with the work or not be­
cause she will be at home all day."
a. �I never know what I am expected to do until it is time to be
done and sometimes other plans have been made.�
9. "I am asked to do the same job all the time and the other chil­
dren have easier jobso"
Other similar statements made indicated that there was a lack of co-
operation and understanding in the family. 
It was suggested to the girls that maybe a unit could be planned on 
"Sharing of Home Responsibilities" and that it could be presented to the 
mothers in their evening class. This idea was accepted by both the girls 
and the mothers. These units were planned and presented to both groups 
during the school year 1953-54. (See Chapter V). 
A second survey was made at the conclusion of the work to determine 
the extent of change in the practices of the girls and the adults as a 
consequence of the principles taught. (See Table II, page 26) 
The amount of increase in the sharing of home responsibilities was 
noted and recorded. The mother's share decreased because of the in-
crease of help from other members of the family. The girls showed a 
big increase in the buying of groceries and helping with the laundry. 
The men began to share in the laundry, washing dishes and in general 
cleaning and showed an increase in assisting with the buying of grocer­
ies. The boys began to help with all of the responsibilities, the IIJtUOr 
help being in laundry and general cleaning. 
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TABLE II 
Summary of the Distribution of Home Responsibilities 
Shared at the End of the Unit 
Responsibilities Number ReeortiDg 
Shared G B F 
Buy Groceries 20 5 10 
Prepare Breakfast 18 5 0 
Prepare Lunch 17 4 ,o 
Prepare Dinner 18 4 0 
Wash Dishes 25 12 5 
Help with Laundry 25 10 10 
Care for Clothing 20 7 0 
Make Beds 25 7 0 
Clean Own Room 25 10 0 
Help Clean House Other . 
than Own Room 25 10 5 
Symbols: G - Girls 
B - Boys 
F - Fathers 












" Percent Reeorting; 
G B F If 
80 25 70 81 
72 25 0 54 
68 20 0 81 
72 20 0 90 
100 60 35 45 
100 50 70 90 
80 35 0 100 
100 35 0 81 
100 50 0 100 
100 50 35 100 
Table III, page 27v shows the percentage gain by the family member 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The reasons for an increase in the sharing of home responsibilities 
were given as: 
1. "In our home we plan what duties are to be done and who will do
them. This is done weekly,·therefore, other plans are not made
to conflict with our home dutieso"
2. "Jobs such as washing the dishes or cleaning the windows are
done by two or more members of the familyo�
3. �The small children are expected to help as much as they can,
they have to put up their toys and keep paper off the floor."
4. "We change jobs each week so that no one will have to do the
same job all the time."
5. �ther does not expect me to do the job as well as she can do
it."
6. "If I help with the dishes and other jobs. mother will have more
time to help me with my homeworko"
1. •1 can work better when there is someone in the room with me,
even if Just to keep me companyo •
In analyzing the questions asked at the beginning of the chapter, 
"How are the tasks of housekeeping divided among family members?" it can 
be concluded that all family members were not taking a fair share of the 
home responsibilities, that generally the mothers were responsible for 
the house. Because the girls were not sharing in all of the responsibili-
ties they were missing some of the necessary training of keeping the 
house. The men and boys did not take part in the home responsibilities 
because they were not expected to do so. It can also be concluded that 
all family members will take a part in the home responsibilities when 
there is an understanding of the duties to be done, a way of getting them 
done, and the results gained by sharing. 
CHAPTER V 
THE LEARNING PltOGRAM 
Members in almost every family have a part in the care of the homeo 
Too often the mother has not used the home experiences of her children 
as an opportunity for education, both in methods of work and in attitudes 
toward work. Girls have frequently married with a definite dislike for 
dishwashing and other phases of·nousework which they have been required 
to do to the point of boredom; .and without having been given opportunities 
to help in making plans, or to share in the more interesting phases of 
the care of the house. Boys often think it is "sissy" to help with the 
housekeeping duties and sometimes go into marriage with the·idea that 
it is a woman'-s job to care for the house. 
The learning program reported in this study was planned with the 
hope that all family members would come to share in the responsibilities 
of caring for their homes. In constructing it an overview was written 
describing the situation which stimulated the unit; desired outcomes 
were set up, and some basic understandings were phrased and accepted as 
being fundamental to such a program. Six lessons were then planned for 
the high school students and four for the homemakerso This unit includ­
ing the lesson plans is reported below. 
Unit of Work 
Overview 
As a result of a survey made in the community it was realized that 
the mothers were carrying 87 percent of the housekeeping duties and 
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assisting in some of the outside choreso This meant that the mo-th.ers 
were often overworked or that the homes were not properly cared fora 
A review of the results of the survey was discussed with the stu­
dents and adults and it was decided that a unit on "Sharing of Home Re­
sponsibilities" was needed; one version for the adults and one for the 
students. 
Desired Outcomes 
The overall desired outcome of the unit was that each family con­
cerned work out a way of sharing the responsibilities entailed in keep­
ing his own home in such a way that each member contributed in accord­
ance with his age, size, ability, and available time, and in such a way 
that he enjoyed the responsibilities assumedo 
In order to achieve this overall outcome it is believed that it will 
be helpful to develop within the learners certain attitudes, beliefs, and 
practices. More specifically, that each family member: 
1. Realizes the advantages of each taking part in the home respon­
sibilities in accordance to his age, size and abilityo
2. Appreciates the values in the home which are concerned with
family members and with the many activities possible if the rou­
tines of housekeeping are cared for properlyo
3. Has an understanding of each other 0s abilities and viewpoints
and that each has some special abilityo
4. Feels that he is needed and wantedo
5. Feels that there are definite responsibilities which he can as­
sume and enjoy which will contribute to the happiness of the
group.
6. Accepts the fact that someone (usually the parents) must assume
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the major responsibilities for what goes on in the family. 
7. Realizes that �ociety holds parents accountable for what happens
in their respective homes.
8. Realizes that many home aciivities can be enjoyed if they are
planned and carried out at an appropriate time; and if modern
methods are used in performing taskso
9. �ealizes the need for efficiency in the use of time.
10. Has a great understanding of and tolerance of individual dif-
ferences.
11. Has the ability to plan for one vs own personal needs within the
setting of the home without claiming more money, space, equip-
ment or attention than is one's due.
12. Recognizes the indiyjdual 0 s responsibility for maintaining in
family living.
13. Makes a contribution toward making the home safe, livable, and
attractive.
140. Realizes that satisfaction can be derived from doing a job well.
15. Has acquired a wholesome attitude toward assuming home respon-
sibilities.
16. Is al:tle to develop plans with.other�family members for·sbared
experiences that will promote family unityo
17. Is able to analyze a task and evolve ways of doing it efficient-
Basic Understandings 
1. When the children help with the work in the home
- the work of the mother is lightened
- there is more time for the family to enjoy together
- there will be an interest in and an understanding of
the homemakers·responsibilities
- there will be more time to plan for special occasions.
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2. When the children understand and appreciate the values in
the home
- there will be more cooperation in performing home re­
sponsibilities
- there will be a desire to make one�s own home life
the best possibleo
3. When there is an understanding of each other's ability and
viewpoint
- there will be a desire to help each other develop to
the fullest capacity
- better use will be made of special abilities
- there will be more co-operation in the familyo
4o When a child feels that he is needed and wanted 
- there will .be a better relatio�ship of family members
- the child will do all that he can to make his respon-
sibilities successful
- the child �ill be happy because he feels that what he
does is appreciated and of some value to the ,family
memberso
5. When there is definite responsibilities for each family mem­
ber
- there will be less nagging for the mother to do
- the children will take pride in seeing that their job
is well done
- there will be a desire to discover ways in which work
can be done more easily
- children will learn to accept the responsibility for
his own mistake and not to blame otherso
' ' 
6. When the children accept the fact that so�eone is responsi­
ble for what they do
- there will be a feeling of security
- the children will seek counseling in the family when
there is a peed for it.
7o When the children realize that society holds parents account­
able for what happens in their respective homes it is likely 
that they will 
-_respect the position of the head of the family 
- work to make their home respectable in their conununity._
- have a greater appreciation for their parents respon-
sibilitieso
a. When there is a schedule for family members to go by for
sharing home responsibilities, and good housekeeping tech=
niques are used
- there will be no conflict of work and play
- wor� will become a pleasure instead of a drudgery
- there will be a realization that home activities can




Based op the desired outcomes aftd the basic understaQpings les-
sons were planned for high school students and adultso Six lessons 
were planned for the students and four less.ons for the adultso Each 
lesson plan includes a statement of the objective to be attained; a 
statement of the problem for which a solution is sought; a possible 
way of approaching the problem; methods to be used; the main teaching 
point, or points; key questiona to stimulate thinking and discussion; 
a sununary of the ppints to be made; assignments to be made; and the 
references and films to be usedo 
Lesson Plans � for Students 
Lesson I 
Objective To help studepts realize the advantages of sharing home 
responsibilities. 
Problem A recent survey made in the coDD11unity revealed that respon-
sibilities of the home are carried by the mother and the girls 
of the family. In many cases the work was improperly done or 
the mother was overworked because of other responsibilities such 
as worJcing outside the home. The problem is to get each member 
to realize that there are certain duties which they can perform 
to lighten the work of the mother. 
Approach You girls will �emember that some time ago you filled out 
a questionnaire about the things you do to help at homeo We asked 
you to do this so that we could better understand how you divide 
up the jobs to be done in_your homes. We found that most of the 
work is being done by your mothers. The survey showed that girls 
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helped some but that your fathers and brothers apparently do not 
do $0 very mucho Do you thi.nk this is a fair pjcture of your 
homes? 
As a result of this survey, we have decided to have a short 
unit on the "Sharing of Home �esponsibilitieso" Now we all real­
ize that none of us are very likely to want to do anything unless 
we can �ee the advantages of doing it. Therefore, I have brought 
a fi]Jn for us to see which I believe will help us to realize ways 
in which the sharing of wprk in our homes can help us to enjoy 
some pleasures which we could not enjoy if we did not all help. 
As you watch this picture keep the following questions in 
mind: 
1. What pleasure was made possible because the children help­
ed with the work?
2. What jobs did the nine year old poy do in the picture?
3. What jobs did the 14 year old girl do to help?
Method 1. .Show motion picture '1Your Family," which depicts some of 
the pleasures a family can enjoy when they all"share in the work, 
which would not have been possible had it been necessary for the 
mother to assume all of the responsibilitieso 
2. Discuss the points made in the film relative to sharing
home responsibilities. 
3. Discuss needs of the family which the home should provide
and the responsibilities of each member of the family for contrib­
uting tp the realizations of these ne�ds. 
Teaching Points 
1. Unless each person does his share in carrying out the respon-
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sibilities of the home, some member will be overworked or the 
work will be undone. 
2. Learning to share in the home will develop a desire to
share in adult life. 
Key Questions 
1. Whose job is homemaking? The mother 9 s or the family 0 5?
2. How do you feel that thes.e responsibilities should be shared?
3o In the film, what job did the 9 year old do? 
4. What jobs could children of other ages do?
5. .What jobs did the 14 year old girl do?
6. What other jobs could girls of this age do?
Summar: 
Review film. Remind class that each job in ac·�prdance with age 
and ability. A review of the advantages of sharing in home re­
sponsibilities was given. 
Assignment 
1. .fill out assignment sheet and bring to next classo (See ap,
pendix B).
2. Make a plan for your out-of-school time.
References 
Baxter, Laura, Margaret Justin, and Lucile Oo Rust. Sharing 
Family Livingo Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Coo! 195lo 
Justin, Margaret andLuc�le O. Rust. Today's Home Living. 
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1953. 
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Lesson II 
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Objective To develop a better attitude among family members toward 
e�ch other in the sharing of home responsibilities in accordance 
to age, size, interest and ability and to help students realize 
that each person is different and that the responsibilities in 
the home will vary in accordance with these differenceso 
Problem How can a better attitude toward the sharing of home respon­
sibilities be developed among family members and how can family 
members be helped to understand that just as each family is dif­
ferent so are the members within these families different? 
Approach I am sure you girls realize that from our previous discus­
sion that the happiness of the family is dependent on the willing­
ness of each family member to share responsibilities w that these 
responsibilities increase with age. We also understand that re­
sponsibilities are assigned or selected in accordance with ability 
and in many cases interesto If we take into consideration the in­
terest and ability of the family members when responsibilities 
are being assigned the jobs will be done more cheerfully. 
Method. Discussion (Give case studies as basis for discussion) 
1. The Brown ° s family consists of the mother and father, Mary
age 160 Bettye age 14, John age 6, Tom age 12 and Margaret age 8. 
They live on a farm about eight miles from town in an eight room 
houseo There is also an invalid grandmother in the homeo All of 
the house work must be done by the family members. The modern 
·Conveniences include an electric washing machine, an electric iron,
a gas range, and an electric refrigerator. There is no running wa­
ter but a well is near the house.
What do you consider each person ° s share in the house work?' 
Suppose the mother worked outside the home from8�00 Ao :Mo 
until 4:00 Po M., what revisions would need to be made in the work 
schedule of the home? 
2. Mr. and Mrso Snow have four children, Tom, John� Jane and
Pat, ages 18, 16, 13, and 10 respectively" Their budget allows three 
hundred dollars for their vacation. The boys would like to go to 
camp, Jane wants to go to a girls camp and Pat wants to stay at home 
and play with her friends. � aunt has invited the girls to spend 
the summer with her on the f.:mn,, The mother and father want to make 
the children happy. 
What do you think would be a wise decision for this family? 
Are the children being co'nsiderate of the family as a whole· or are 
they thinking only of self? Have the personality and interest of 
each family member been considered? How would a family council help . 
solve this family gs problem? 
Teaching Points 
1 .. What the child 11s share is in the home will vary with the age of 
the child and the age and number of members in the familyo By 
helping with smaller tasks the child will learn to do more diffi­
cult tasks as he grows older and will know that he is expected 
to help in sharing the homewo.rko 
2.. In order to live a desirable life, you must have an individual 
personality of your own .. In some things you should be unlike 
other individuals� · You must be able to make some decisionso 
Whenever your decisicms will be detrimental to the welfare of 
the family. you should expect to change them in the interest 
of the majority of the family� 
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Key Questions 
1. Do you feel that the work in your home is equally distributed?
2. What does the size and age of the family members have to do
with the distribution of responsibilities?
3. What is the family council and how can the family council help
solve problems of the family?
SuD1J1ary 
Each family member should take a part in the sharing of the home 
responsibilities. If the very young child is tratned to help, such 
as putting away his toys, he will be more willing and ready to help 
as he grows older. 
Each family member should be made to feel that what he does is im­
portant to the w�lfare of the family. 
Some of the attributes of a good family member are that she: 
1. assumes her responsibilities cheerfully;
2. does not have to be driven or coaxed to do her share of the work;
3. does her task without complaining;
4. has respect for the rights of others;
5. has respect for her family.
Assignment 
Make a plan for your out-of-school time including your home respon­
sibilities. 
List name and ages of your family members and the responsibilities 
shared by each. Save this to compare with plans to be made at end 
of unit. 
References 
Crow, Alice, and Lester D. Crow. Learning to Live With Others. 
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Boston: D., C .. Heath, 1944., 
Kinyo.n:, Kat,e Po, and Levi T,. Hopkins a Junior Home Problemso San­
bc:>r .. , 1938'* 
Pierce, Wellington Go - Yguth Comes of Agee New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1948 ... 
Lesson Ill 
Objectiv,e To plan a schedule with the students for the sharing of the 
housekeeping responsibiUties in the h�memaking department that will 
be_ u_sable, in parts, in the homes of each studento 
Preblem How can we get each girl to assume some responsibility in keep­
ing the departme:pt orderly? 
Situation The home economics departme�t is divided i�to a kitchen, 
bedroom.- arts and craft_- roo!'ll a:pd a dining room.. These rooms could 
very well represent se>me of the rooms of the girls 0 ·homeso We must 
plan a housekeepi11g .routi'1,e that will give each girl an equal op­
portunity to share in the housekeeping duties of the department 
and make these ta$ks $0 enticing that the girls will do them wUUng­
ly and will want to do an equally good job o:n a similar .responsi­
bility at home ., 
Approach The home economics department is your ho111e while you are at 
schoolo We would like for each of you to take part in_ sharing the
responsil>iliUes of keeping the department orderly at all times .. 
We might plan a schedule too for our particular situation,, In 
_ planning the schedule we should consider ourselves as a family o 
�e main difference is that most of you girls are the same ag� or 
near the same age,. As a family W'e, are working to make our home 
happy and comfortableo Today w¢ have decided to. work on a plan 
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for sharing the responsibilities of the department,, Each girl will 
be . able . to take part in making the plans, a.nd deciding what her re= 
sponsibilities will Qe,,,. 
Method The class was di:vided into small groups of about 3 members each 
to discuss the jobs necessary to keep the department in order and 
when and how these jobs were bo Be doneJ· · It ·was under,st:ood that these 
jobs were to be rotated during the yearo Suggestions for the ro­
tations of the jobs were discussed by the small groups and brought 
to the entire class for final considerationo 
The discus.sion inclu.ded ways to make the homemaking department 
a desirable place in which to,live and work .. Standards for keeping 
the department clean and orderly, and how to l'Un the department 
as o�e big family .. 
To guide the girls in this planning several schedules of how 
this could be done were:.made,::,availableo Jobs that seemed important 
but were omitted were added to the list by the teacher but with the 
approval of the group., 
Teaching Points Planning together places the responsibilities of what 
happens on the whole group .. Planning together will make each girl 
feel that she has some part in the decisions of what goes on in 
the departmenta Iri the group discussions the small groups enable 
the timid girls to get a say in what is going on� 
Encourage each class member to take part by the use of the 
small groups.. .Some will express their opinions more readily in 
small groups th.an in the class as a wholeo 
Key Questions 
lo In what ways is th.e homemaking department lik.e the home? 
4!1 
2. Do you feel th.at you. are mQre satisfied in your �ssignment of E"e=
sponsibilities since you have had a part in making the decbi@no
3o Do y,ou feel that if you could discuss the sharing of home respcm= 
sibilities with the f!3Illily that each family member would take a 
more cheerful attitude toward housek�eping dutieso 
4o How can this type of planning be carried over into the homes? 
·Summary
Good relationships are more likely to come about when plans are made 
for joint sharing which takes into consideration the needs and rights 
' ' 
of each persona People are more willing to share and co-operate when 
they can see both personal and group benefits from sharing. 
Assignment 
I 
Using the plan we have made in class as a guide, work out a plan that 
could be used in your home� Check with the family members for their 
opiniono 
References 
Goodrich, Lawrence B. Living With Otherso 
. 
American Book Coo, 19390 
Kinyon, J(atie Po Junior Home Problems. Sanborn, 1938. 
Problem Solving. The Citizenship Education Study, Wayne University 
Press, Detroit, Michigan, 19530 
Lesson IV 
Obtjective · To- make certain ·tasks in the h.ome enJoyable to the whole 
family by the use of labor saving devices and a systematic way @f 
getting the job doneo 
Problem 
How can home tasks be made interesting through the efficient use 
of time and equipment? 
/ 
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Approach There are some tasks that we do not mind doing while there 
are others that we have to.be continually asked to do or we leave 
for other members of the family .  From our previous discussions we 
have found that each person must do his share to make the home run 
smoothlyo This of course means the tasks that are branded unde­
dirableo Let us make a list of these tasks and try to determine 
some of the causes of their dislikeso 
Since dish-washing is at the top of the list, let us consider 
ways that dish-washing can be streamlinedo In the film "Your Fam-
ily," each member carried his own dishes to the cabinet., This saved 
the one washing dishes many stepso This� of course, is only one 
way of clearing the table and getting ready to wash the disheso 
We would like to demonstrate other metl ods .. 
Method Demonstration -- Organized and unorganized methods of washing 
dishes., 
lo One group will wash dishes in an unorganized, haphazard fashion, 
washing one dish at a time and putting it away, thrn go�ng to 
the next .. There is no thought of saving steps and time is of 
little importance. The group argues throughout the demonstra-
tiono 
2 .. Another group uses this system: Put all waste in ope handy 
�ontaiher and stacl{ like pieces together, large ones first, 
:then smaller oneso Carry these to the sink on a tray and place 
them near the pan of hot sudso Place a pan of clear, .hot rinse 




dried .dishes on.. Members of this group know what. they are ex� 
pected. to doo .There is no fyss 0 
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Observation to be made: Note the ti�e and steps saved by the 
latter gronpo 
Discussion 
l, How (:foes· an Qrganized method aid in. the better use of time? 
2� Which method would be more enjoyable? 
3., Why.was there less friction.in the second group? 
Teacping Points 
lo Good planning gives more time for recreation and ai.ds in effi­
cient housekeeping., 
2o Work simplification will relieve family members to do other 
w.ork so that there will be more time for personal improveme.nt
and family .recreationo 
3o The entire family should be considered when labor saving de­
vices are purchasedo 
4. . Good wprking equipment is essential t.o securing so,me leisure
time, comfort, and efficiencyo
Key· Ques.tions 
16 What are some labor saving devices? 
2., What are some factors to be considered when buying labor savh1g 
. devices? 
3. Who makes the final dec.ision as to the equipment to be used in
the home?
Summary 
It should be.kept in mipd that the wprk is done for the benefit of 
persons in the group and to e�rich · their daily lives., . Many jobs 
will _be .more e.J1joyable if done in groupso Working together gives 
tiine for intimate co11versationo 
Assignment (Home Prpject) 
1. Analyze some tasks that you do at homeo
2. How do you do it J'lO\�?
3. How can you improve on the job?
4. -Plan a schedule of reorganization of the job.
References 
Justin, Margaret, and Lucile Osborn Rust. Today 0s Home Livingo 
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1953. 
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Lesson V 
Objective To help students understand why parents are responsible for 
what happens in their respective homes. 
Problem How can we explain that someone needs to be responsible for 
what happens in the home and that this responsibility is usually 
placed on the parents? 
· Approach It is recognized that there are certain decisions that can 
be made only by parents, due to their maturity and experience, but 
children.may be more willing to accept these decisions if they can 
understand the reasons certain things happen. We have been speak­
ing of the family council, this can be a time when children feel 
free to talk with parents about their problems. Whep children have 
a part in thinking through problems with adults and in making de­
cisions regarding solutions to these problems, there is a more 
whole-hearted co-operation because they recognize that there are 
reasons for the dec�sions made. 
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Method Show motion picture, "You and Your Family, ,e which discusses how 
young people and their parepts should feel and act toward one another 
in the everyday business of living together. The picture presents 
problems of young people and their parents. It suggests couunon­
sense solutions to everyday problems in order to have a happy familyo 
Discuss points made in the film relative to the need of a ma­
ture person to help make decisions. 
Teachlng �oints Being a family member has certain definite privileges 
and rightso It also entails certain responsibilities. To enjoy 
these privileges each family member must assume some responsibility. 
The father and mother have the responsibilities for the security 
and health of the family. The necessary funds to provide for the 
family's need are conononly provided by the father. 
The mother is responsible for preparing the food and providing 
comfort as needed by the f�ily, with the help of all the family 
memberso 
The mother and father are responsible for providing a home that 
is happy and secure. They are responsible for building wholesome 
attitudes toward work in the children so that they will be prepared 
for life as they grow into adulthoodo 
Key Questions 
1. Suggest reasons why parents judgement should be better than the
judgem�nt of young�r members of the family.
2. Why should we respect the advice of our parents concerning prob­
lems of the home instead of outsiders?
3. What are some of the parents' duties toward the family?
4. What are some of the children ° s duties toward the family?
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SUD1Dary 
Beca\lse of the maturity of your parents, many of their ideas and 
suggestions are respectedo A good understanding among family mem­
bers offers an opportunity to develop and enrich abilities to solve 
problems related to democratic family living. The wishes of your 
family should be respected, and in most instances follpwedo Their 
broader experience makes them better judges than you. 
Assignment 
1. Make a list of instances where you did not respect authority
and relate the results.
2. Check newspapers and magazine articles showing evidences of
children's attitude toward authorityo
References 
Moore and Leahy. You and Your Family. D. C. Heath and Co., 1948. 





To �evelop an appreciation for better use of leisure timeo 
How can we help the family members to realize that through the 
efficient use of time and energy there will be more available time 
for the family to play together� 
Situation Too frequently families are more concerned with the opera­
tion of the home and the work to be done than they are with the 
enjoyment to be had in each other's company. We realize that in 
this comnunity there is very little recreation to be enjoyed out­
side the home. It is then necessary that we plan with our families 
to get the necessary work do�e in the home and still leave time 
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for recreation with our families and friends. Many forms of recrea­
tion can be provided in the homeso Recreation binds the family to­
gether with pleasant memories of good timeso Recreation does not 
always mean playo Many jobs in homemaking can be �ade pleasurable 
in the way they are approached and carried out. 
Method Dis�ussion. What are some of the activities that we can help 
the family enjoy without added expense to the family. 
1. Observe family members birthdays.
2. Celebrate holidays •
.3. Choose the type of frf ends that the family can enjoy. 
Review motion picture "Your Family," which depicts some of the 
pleasures a family can enjoy when they all share in the work, which 
would not have been possible had it been necessary for the mother 
to assume all of the responsibilities. 
Teaching Points The amount of money a family has tp spend for recrea­
tion should not be a major hindrance in opportunities for families 
to play together. 
Each member has a contribution to make to mut�al happiness of the 
family. Each member should learn to share interests in work and 
play. 
Key Questions 
1. What are some of the recreational activities that the family
can:enjoy together?
2. What are so�e of the activities in the conmunity that families
can attend and enjoy together?
3. Should the mother and father give up all their recreational




Family members who learn to play together will find that it is more 
enjoyable to work togethero Leisure can be incorporated into some 
of the household tasks, such as listening to a favorite radio pro­
gram while cleaning the living room or group singing while washing 
windows. 
Assignment 
1. Plan with all the family members some type of activity that,
the family can take part in for recreational purposes. Try to
carry out this activityo
2. Plan activities that can be carried out while a disliked task
is being done.
References 
Kinyon and Hopkins. Junior Home Problemso Boston: Sanborn, 1938. 
Van Duzer. The Girl's Daily Life. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott 
Co., 1951. 
Crow and Crow. Learning to Live With Others. Bosto�: Do Co Heath, 
1944. 
Lesson Plans for Adults 
Lesson I 
Objective To help adults realize the advantages of getting all the 
family members to take part in the sharing of home responsibilities 
and realize that each family member is different and that the re­
sponsibilities in the home will vary in accordance with the dif­
ferences. 
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Problem What are some of the advantages of all family members sharing 
in the responsibilities in the home? 
What jobs are expected of different family members. 
Situation Most of you filled out a survey not long ago which revealed 
that the responsibilities of housekeeping are carried on by the 
mothers with some help from the older girls. There seem to be no 
appreciable amount of help from the fathers or boys in your family. 
As a result of this survey the students and I have decided to have 
a short unit on the "sharing of home responsibilities," and I have 
wondered whether it might not be a good idea for you and I to have 
some discussion along the same line. 
The studeQts began this u�it on the sharing of home responsi­
bilities this week. With your help we hope to make this a "family 
affair.� Today in our class we saw a motion picture entitled "Your 
Family •. " The students liked it so well that they asked me to show 
it to you this afternoon. As you watch this family in action 
would you please keep in mind so.me of the points that you would 
like for us to discuss this afternoon or in a future meeting. 
Method Show motion picture "Your Family," which depicts the pleasures 
a family can enjoy when they all share in the work, which would 
not have been possible had it been necessary for the mother to as­
sume all of the responsibliities. 
Discussion questions after the film. 
1. Does this family in any way represent the activities carried
on by different members of your family? 
2. HQw coµld-this family improve its methods of sharing the respon­
sibilities in the home? 
3. In what ways could your family use the methods mentioned here?
Teaching Points 
1. It is the responsibility of each family member to do his share
in making the home happyo
2. It is less likely that any one member of the family will be over­
worked when each person does his share in carrying out the re­
sponsibilities of the homeo
3o When young children learn to assume responsibilities early they 
are more likely to become responsible adults. 
4. When all of the members of the family share the work there will
be more time for fun togethero
KSY Questions 
lo What are some of the thi�gs you have been able to enjoy because 
everyone has been willing to help? 
2. What are some of the things your family could enjoy if everyone
helped more?
3. Do you feel that the job of homemaking is the mother t s or the
family's?
4o How do you feel that these responsibilities should be shared? 
Summary 
Happy family relations are dependent upon a willingness on the part 
of each member to share responsibilities for getting necessary work 
done. Such sharing means that the mother is less likely to be 
overworked and it means that families can have more time for fun 
together and it also means that growing children have practice in 
becoming responsible adultso 
Such sharing usually does not just �happen," it usually comes 
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about whe� somebody (usually the mother) takes steps to see that 
it h,appens, and so today I -would like for each of you to think for 
a short time about what the situation is in your family and about 
what could be done to improve i to 
Assignment 
How do members of your family help carry the responsibilities of 
the home? (Distribute assignment sheets and give individual help 
in filling them out)o Appendix Co 
References 
Baxter, Laura, Margaret Justin, and Lucile O. �usto Sharing in 
Family Livingo Phil�delphia: Jo Bo Lippincott Coo, 19510 
Justin, Margaret and Lucile O. Rust. Today's Home Livingo Phila­
delphia: Jo B. Lippincott Coo, 19530 
Lesson II 
Objective To:· help· 'pa�errts u'nd�anzrwhat.· tire. 'si uationys,�a:re' !irt the� 
homes of' their ,group in relat'ion to sharing home responsibilities. 
Problem What methods can be used to encourage family members to assume 
a fair share of home responsibilities? 
Approach The assignment sheets showed that most of the work is being 
done by the mothero It also shows that the children are willing 
to help, especially the younger childreno This means that the 
mother needs time in her schedule to train the younger children so 
that they will be prepared to take on more difficult tasks as they 
grow oldero We must realize that sometimes the children do not 
willfully refuse to do certain tasks because they do not want to 
but rather because they do not know how� or they do not feel the 
need for performing the tasks. 
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Method Discussion of . resul t.s of assignment sheet so Other similar prob­
lem not included on assignment sheets may be discussedo 
Teaching Points (What assignment sheets revealed, presented by the 
teacher) 
lo The general picture which the assignments sheet showed was that 
all children are willing to work at an early age but this desire 
is lost as the children grow older because of the lack of part­
nership for thier parents .. Several mothers indicated that the 
children were more willing to work when the mother or an older 
person worked with themo We must then be concerned with ways 
to work with our children rather than making assignments that 
mean the children will be required to work alone .. An example 
of this suggestion would be that u while the girl is washing 
dishes the father could help dry and put away the dishes or do 
some repair work in the kitchen, and at the same time have time 
to talk with his daughter about the day 11 s happenings at schooL 
2. Some family members do not share in the work because the mother
would rather do the work than be bothered with members who are
less experienced than she isa
3.. Children are often expected to d.o a eeper.(,ect job" and would 
rather leave it undone than be :"olded for half doing the work.
Ke1 puestions 
1. Do you feel that the work in your home is equally distributed?
2. Do you think that this is a good situation?




Family members can be expected to share in the responsibilities of 
housekeeping when they are given tasks appropriate to their age 
and maturity. Children like to have something expected of them. 
Give small children a chance to work at small tasks, and let the 
task grow with the child. 
Children like to work along with the parents. The example set by 
parents is more impressive than all the talk you can give the child. 
It is important for the parents to be aware of their attitude to­
ward work, the children are always watching. 
Assignment 
Think about your own home situation and try to reason out why your 
family in some eases does not help with the work, and also why in 
some cases it does. We would like to discuss these reason later 
and also see if the group can offer help in making the situation 
better. 
References Magazines 
The Family Circle, Ladies Home Journal, Woman ° s Home Companion. 
Other available magazines in the homes. 
Baxter, Laura v Margaret Justin, and Lucile O. Rust. Sharing in 
Family Living. Philadelphia� J. B. Lippincott Co., 1951. 
Justin, Margaret and Lucile O. Rust. Today 0 s Home Living. Phil­
adelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1953. 
Lesson III. 
Objective To develop better attitudes �mong family members toward each 
other in the sharing of ho� �esponsibilities in accordance to age 0
size and ability and to help parents to realize that each family 
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member is different, and to understand factors which influence peo­
ple's willingness to co-operate. 
Problem 
1. What are some of the practices in the home that promote a wil­
lingness to share work and responsibility?
2. What are some of the reasons why family members don't share
willingly?
Approach and Situation We agreed the last time we met that the happiness 
of the family is dependent on the willingness of each family member 
to share the responsibilities of making the home happy and comforta­
ble. Happiness of the home is not obtained by a clean house alone. 
We must consider how it was cleaned and how it is to be enjoyed af­
terwards and who will keep it that way. It is the responsibility 
of the parents to help the child understand that he has a definite 
place in the family and that from a very early age he can help make 
the family happy by cheerfully performing the small tasks assigned 
to him. It is important for us as adults to realize that a small 
task to us may not seem so small to the child. It is also impor­
tant that the child feels that he is needed and wanted and that the 
business of housekeeping could not go on without his help. 
Method Discussion: (Relate case study used for the day class). 
The Brown's family consists of the mother and father, Mary age 16, 
Bettye age 14, John age 18, Tom age 8, and Margaret age 6. They 
live on a farm about eight miles from school in an eight room 
house. There is also an invalid grandmother in the home. All of 
the house work must be done by the family members. The laundry is 
done in a nearby town at a help-your-self laundry because there is 
no running water in the house, however there is a well nearbyo 
The father works on the farm and the mot-'er helps with the farm 
work in addition to doing the hou�ework. 
What do you consider each person ° s share in the housework? 
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Is this case similar to your own home or would you like to tell of 
your home or maybe someone that you know? 
Let's thing now about the Brown family. What are some of the fac­
tors which would promote a co-operative attitude on the part of the 
children? 
Teaching Points 
1. Reasons why family members do not help in the home.
- Sometimes family members do not see the need for helping.
Sometimes the men folk in the family feel that helping is
beneath them.
- Sometimes they have not been taught to help.
- Often the mother would rather do it herself than bother to
teach the children.
- In some families the children ° s help is not needed.
- Sometimes parents have expected children to do so much that
they rebel.
2. Reasons why family members do help.
The children were permitted to help when they showed an in­
terest in helping. 
- The children were permitted to help decide what they were to
do.
Children are praised for what they do.
- The work schedule is planned far enough ahead so that the
Su111Dary 
children can plan their activities arouns it. 
- Children feel that their assigned job is fair.
- There is reasonably good equipment with which to work.
- The jobs are varied from time to time.
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We have discussed many reasons why family members may help and many 
why they do not, now let 0 s stop and list the ones we believe we 
need to consider most seriously and try to put them into practice. 
Assignment 
Select and write down two practices to eliminate and two to pro­
mote. Work on these before the next lesson and let us know about 
the results. 
References 
Baxter, Laura, Margaret Justin, and Lucile O. Rust. Sharing in 
Family Living. Philadelphia: J. 8. Lippincott Co., 1951. 
Justin, Margaret and Lucile 0. Rust. Today 0 s Home Living. Phila­
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Lesson IV 
Objective To help parents realize that a happier family life can be 
had if children understand that society holds the parents respon­
sible for what happens in their respective families and if parents 
accept and play the role of leader and guide rather than ''boss." 
Problem What role should the parents play in the guidance of chil-, 
dren? 
Approach It is recognized that there are certain decisions that can 
.be made only by parents due to their maturity and experience, but 
children may be more willing to accept these decisions if parents 
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share with them the reasons which have influenced their decisions. 
Children feel free to talk with parents about their problems when 
they know they will have a friendly, understanding response from 
them. The child will feel that he is an important part of the 
family if he is asked to take part in some of the discussions 
leading to decisions made for the welfare of the family. If chil­
dren feel that they will be scolded for something they have done, 
they will not discuss freely what has happened during the day. 
Many children turn to people outside the home for help because of 
fear of being punished by their parents. 
In the film that we have to show for today you will see how some 
young people and their parents feel toward one another. 
Method Show motion picture, "You and Your Family," which discusses 
how young people and their parents should feel and act toward one 
another in the everyday business of living together. The picture 
presents problems of young people and their parents. It suggests 
common sense solutions to everyday problems in order to have a 
happy family. 
1. Discuss points made in the film relative to the need of mature
person to help make decisions.
2. Is this the pattern of many families today?
Teaching Points 
1. Being a family member has certain definite responsibilities
and privileges. To enjoy these privileges each family member
must assume some responsibility.
2. The father and mother are responsible for guiding the children
toward adulthood. Th-e children are responsible for respecting
the suggestions of their parentso 
3o The father and mother have the responsibilities for the secu­
rity and health of the family. The necessary funds to provide 
for the family 0 s need are commonly provided by the father. 
The mother is responsible for preparing food and providing 
comfort as needed by the family, with the help of all the 
family memberso 
4. Parents are children °s first teachers and their job is to edu­
cate, to encourage children to do their best; and to help them
to see causes for, and effects of� their behavior.
5. Training is a part of education, th,refore parents are ex­
pected to show children how to do things and set a good exam­
pleo
Key Questions 
1� What are some of the children ° s duties toward the family? 
2. How can parents win the respect of their children through
childhood and when they are young adults in their own home?
3a How can we win the confidence of our children so that they 
will come to us with their problems instead of seeking the 
aid of outsiders? 
Summa II 
Children should be helped to understand at an early age that the 
parents are their best friends and that in any situation they 
should seek advice from parents in preference to outsiders. This 
conficence should never be lost. In planning jobs or recreation, 
to·be done at home w children should be allowed to take part in 
making the decisions so that they will not feel imposed upon. 
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Assignment 
As this is the last lesson please feel free to write down any 
suggestJon that you may think about while at home and feel free 
to come in for conferenceso 
If any of the suggestions and discussions have appealed to you, 
try it in your own situation and let us know about resultso 
References 
Duvall, Evelyn Millis.. Family Livi.ngo New York� Macmillan Co .. , 
19520 
Moore, Berniece Milburn and Dorothy Mo Leaheyo You and Your Family. 
Boston� D .. C .. Heath and COov 1948. 
These lesson plans were actually taught during the year 1953-1954. 
It will be noted that there is little difference in the content presented 
to the two groupso Variations occurring are found 
1. in the number of lessons offered and
2o the way in which topics were introduced rather than in basic 
content and principles involved, 




As a result of the unit taught in homemaking classes many changes 
took place in the homes and many of the family members assumed a wide 
variety of responsibilities that they had never assumed before .. 
Parents became aware that children were capable and willing to 
participate in the respo�sibility of assuming household tasks when they 
un4erstood why, when and how such tasks were to be.performed .. 
Parents and students expressed their liking for the co-operatively 
planned unit .. The women enrolled requested that the men be included in 
any future units offered .. This was not possible at the- time because 
of farm activities but it is expected that a.similar upit will be pre-
sented later when the men are not farming .. 
, · ,  
The observations of the teacher in the classroom indicate a defi-
nite gain in the growth of pupils0 - willingness to-share in the respon­
sibilities of keeping the homemaking departmento
Through this brief experiment it was found that students are not 
only capable, but that they desire and appreciate the opportunity for 
co-operative participation in planning and carrying out their share of 
heme acti�iijes. It is evidence that there is a definite increase in 
interest, initiative, co-o,Perativeness� self-direction, and understand-
ing when students assume tasks at home and schoolo 
This experiment promoted a more tolerant understanding of people 
in all age groups, and of the attitudes of family members. It also 
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brought about a feeling of co-operativeness in the classroom and created 
respect for tasks of the homemaking department and the homeo 
It was evidenced that a co-operatively planned, flexible adult 
homemaking program can be developed to correlate day-school and adult 
learning experiences. Many worthwhile experiences can be correlated 
so as to be of value to the day-school and adult classeso 
It may be concluded that the teaching of this type of subject mat­
ter can bring about a reasonably equitable sharing of the responsibili­
ties of the home among family memberso 
CHAPTER VII 
RECOMM�DATIONS 
This study was based upon the philosophy that successful home liv­
ing necessitates intelligent co-operation of family members; that good 
relationships are more likely to come about when plans are made for 
joint sharing which take into consideration the needs and rights of 
each other; that children are more willing to share when they see the 
need to do sp; and that education must prepare individuals to live as 
effective democratic citizens if democracy is to survive and progresso 
In order to do this, education must be directed toward meeting the needs 
of individuals, families, and communitieso In an effective educational 
homemaking program a good class in adult education can do much to 
further co-operation between home and school and between parents and 
children. 
The preceding unit was planned as one way of presenting a problem 
to both the students and adultso Because of the varying needs, interests, 
abilities, skills, and localities, this can only be used as a sugges­
tive way of presenting the unit. It is therefore recommended that: 
lo Plans be made carefully for learning experiences for the day­
school students which correlates with the members of the adult 
classes in order to promote greater application of principles 
learned. 
2. Students and adults be encouraged to take part in planning the
units to be taughto Participation in making plans tends to
increase interest and give the students and adults a greater
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feeJing of respondbility in the class,, 
3... Individual and group needs be considered along with the resour­
ces available for meeting thes� needso 
4.. Simple practical guidance be pr<>vided for pupils in all areas 
of homemaking curriculum in o.rder that pupils will become in­
terested in assuming more responsibitities in their homes .. 
5 .. There be a correlation between·the units taught to parents and 
those taught to day-sc.hool students. 
6 .. More time be spent by the parents in helping the child realize 
that he is a. part of the family and t.hat he has certain obliga.-
tions in the sharing of household tasks even at a very early 
7 .. More time be spent by parents and teachers in ·1etting children 
know why the sharing of home responsi�ilities is an important 
pat't of growing into maturity o. 
8 .. Tbat units relative to the sharing of home responsibilities go 
beyond the un�rstanding of principles and the development of 
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APPENDIX A 
SURVEY OF HOME RESPONSIBILITIES 
1.. Does the !�her work outside the home? Yes. No. 
Part time? Full time? 
2. Does the mother work outside the home? Yes. No. 
Part time? Full time?
3. In the spaces under the names check the jobs done by each family
member. Place names of brothers or sisters in blank spaces.
Father Mother 







Helo with Laundrv 
Care for Clothina 
Make Beds 
Clean Own Room 
Help Clean Rest 
of House 








Assignment I (Students) 
What do the members of your family do to help carry the responsibili-
ties in the home? 
What do you do to help carry the 
responsibilities in the home? 
What do you do to encourage your 




What more could you do to help carry 
the responsibilities in the home? 
What more could you do to encourage 





Assignment I (Adults) 
What do the members of your family do to help carry the responsibi,li­
ties in the home? 
What do you do to encourage your 
husband and children to help .with 
the work at home? 
.Responsibilities 
What more could each one do to 
divide the work more fairly? 
What more could you do? 
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